
80/20 is the manufacturer T-Slotted aluminum framing system that can be used for 
Machine Guarding. OSHA Gen'l requirements (1910.212) Ships in 24 hours 
ARO.  Send us a sketch and we will create drawing, and BOM using Auto-quoter X.

Since 1980, the goal of Wolverine Fluid Power has been to provide our customer with superior pneumatic and specialty
products, a high level of technical expertise and product availability from an outstanding local inventory. Wolverine
provides assembly, testing, packaging as well as, design layout and testing of control panels. We pride ourselves when
customers recognize that Wolverine Fluid Power has one of the largest pneumatic inventories available.                              
(SOME PRODUCT LINES NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL AREAS, Please call for verification)

Manufacturer of 2-Hand No-Tie -Down components as well as pneumatic 
Emergency Stop Buttons and  electronic control devices, Valves, Cylinders, 
fittings, modular components, pushbuttons, stainless steel cylinders, Electronic 
manifold cards, pre-piped circuit manifold subplates
Enertrols industrial hydraulic shock absorbers can reduce damaging impact forces 
significantly enough to permit higher speeds and insure a safer work environment 
thru quieter impact noise reduction.

Explosion Proof Valves: VA series (valve +actuator), ARES-ZEUS series 
Angle Seat valves, Automated ball valves: Fully ported, Electrical and or Pneumatic 
actuated, weather proof, explosion proof,  3/8" to 2" ports

Manufacturers of Safety switches: electro-mechanical switches, proximity 
switches and sensors, plastic-bodied switches and sensors, and metal-bodied 
switches and sensors.

Bal-Trol Air Balance Hoists to reduce lifting / back problems. 
Cable-Trol cable cylinders, Trac-trol guided & support cable cylinders, Duramaster 

Safety Couplers for Air hose. Industrial connections for compressed air, 
vacuum and other fluids, low and medium pressure, including fittings, quick-acting 
couplers, tubing and valves.
Non Metalic Enclosures and hose directed water protection. Type 
JIC12,4 & 4X, Flange Mounted Disconnect, Pushbutton,  (Type 1 &3R),Telephone 
Cabinets, JIC , Wall Mounted Single Door & Double Door, Panels & Replacement 
CSafety Blow Guns & Safety Exhaust ball valves with lockout 
handles. Tubing, special sizes, coils and printing. Instant Industrial and DOT, 
Polymatic, Composite, Brass and Nickel plated  fittings. Blow guns, Couplers, and 
Brass Pipe connections
Interference Sensing Module to retract door/ cyl when object in 
its path. Pneumatic & electric driven actuators, control systems, ISO valves, Metric
& Rodless Cylinders, Linear drive systems, Roller guides, Proportional Pressure 
Regulators

Noise and heat reduction compared to Mechanical pumps. Multi-
venturi compressed air driven vacuum pumps up to 30" Hg.  Vacuum cups from 1/4" 
to 6" diameters & Filters and Switches.  Wolverine's vacuum wand to pick
up objects from out of presses / molds ect.
Emergencey stop module for Robot tool changers, and collision
control devices. DE-STA-CO Industries, providing clamping, gripping, transfer 
and robotic tooling solutions for workplace automation needs. Robohand product 
offerings include:  robotic grippers, slides/thrusters, rotary actuators,and end 
effectors. 

Control Reliable Double valves for control of air on any 
application where failure for valve to shift will cause a potential 
safety problem. Also, LOTO, lockout tag out and Soft start 
systems. Base or manifold mounted valves, ANSI, ISO, SAE, & Line mounted. 
Shuttle valves, Pilot operated Check valves, & Flow controls
Presence-sensing industrial switching mats, cushioned sensing edges and 
bumpers, ribbon switches, interface controllers, Safety light curtain systems, 
Ergonomic Palm Buttons, Punch Press Automation Guards and Controls, 
Robotic, Automation and Special Machine Guarding Systems

Visit: www.wolverinefpi.com  or call us at:….Kansas City 816-358-5150, Tulsa, OK 918-584-4984, Omaha, 
NE 402-342-4089, or Wichita, KS 316-265-5522, Fax. 816-358-5150  *Major Credit cards accepted

Rod Clamp to lock cylinder rod in place if air pressure is lost. 
NFPA cylinders 1-1/4" thru 10", Vane style rotary actuators, multi-motion devices, 
shakers, "Trantorque", pneumatic Ball valve actuators

LOTO, Lock out tag out, Soft start valves and tamper proof 
regulators. Air line filters, regulators, and lubricators. Precision regulators, 
coalescing filters, injection lubricators. Miniature, general purpose & modular types.


